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ISH Frankfurt, the largest exhibition in the HVAC industry, successfully took place from 12 to 16 of March 2013, in Messe
Frankfurt exhibition grounds. More than 2.300 exhibitors, including all market leaders worldwide, launched their latest
products, technologies and solutions onto the world market at ISH. For five days, international trade visitors from the installation
trade, retail trade, firms of engineers and architects, housing and property companies, service providers, public authorities and
universities met at Messe Frankfurt’s Exhibition Centre.
On its very first day, the exhibition took an unexpected
turn, because of the weather. The continuous snowfall
caused more than a thousand flight cancellations at the
Frankfurt Airport. That had a direct impact to the exhibition,
the extremely low number of visitors, especially the
international. However, the weather got better, the snowfall
stopped and from the second day the visitors flow was
restored.
3i International Innovative Industries had two different stands in different halls. The first was located in Hall 6.1, in which all
major pipes production, pipes accessories, fittings and insulation were located. The stand was dedicated to the closed cell
elastomeric rubber insulation ISOPIPE.
The second, was located in Hall 9.1, together with the leaders in
heating industry, such as Wilo and Grundfos. The stand was about the
highly efficient cast iron oil and gas boilers TORRENT, as well as the
automated management system for heating devices Torrent Energy
Saving System.
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Hall 6.1 A64
ISOPIPE is a new generation of high performance
insulation. The closed cell elastomeric rubber insulation
is a lasting solution. It has outstanding thermal protection
and because of this its surface is absolute condensation
resistant. In the year 2000, ISOPIPE insulation was
awarded by the EUROPEAN Business Organization, due
to its excellent quality and in 2012 acquired the CE mark.
3i also holds a protected patent for Innovative Product
Design for the ISOPIPE UV protection and has all the
legitimate certifications that are listed in a complete
book of certificates. It has four(4) lines of products,
three(3) protection types, eight(8) different application
types and all the necessary accessories in order to offer
complete solutions for your every need.

Hall 9.1 G84
TORRENT is a complete series of oil & gas boilers that
offer maximum energy efficiency, with four specially
designed cast iron elements and available in five different
models. Those high performance boilers have a range
from 25KW to 1400KW or 21.686Kcal to 1.203.783Kcal!
That means that there is a product for every need, whether
it is a small house, an apartments building or a hospital
and a school. Torrent boilers are designed and tested
for endurance and thermal efficiency according to the
German DIN Standards and European EN Standards.
All boilers are casted in our modern foundry installations
and controlled by experienced technicians.
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New corporate identity for TZANOS GROUP OF COMPANIES
Hundreds of products, dozens of cooperating agencies, 3 firms, one group, one
signature. With offices and warehouses all around Athens, Thessaloniki and
Barcelona, a plant in Ritsona, a joint venture in Italy, with operations in import,
export and production, TZANOS GROUP covers your every need in the fields
of heating, plumbing, insulation and green energy.

New moto for 3i International Innovative Industries S.A.
Rebuild the future!
16 years ago we chose to take the path towards innovation. The unparalleled quality of our products,
our obsession for constant development and research for new technologies, have brought us in being one
of the few companies in vertical production of insulation worldwide while our export operation expands
nowadays in more than 40 countries. The constant investment in our R&D department has led us to a
protected patent for Innovative Product Design for the ISOPIPE UV protection (Patent No.1004469), the
design of new forms of protection (UV PLUS, Heavy Duty, Slit & Seal for existing installations), the wide
variety of our products (ISOTUBE pre-insulated pipes, ISOSOUND & ISOCHIP acoustic insulation) and
our expansion in to heating industry with the high perfomance TORRENT boilers. We hold numerous
of certificates from independent global institutes guaranteeing quality and performance while recently
ISOPIPE products have acquired CE mark which is essential for any product that is manufactured and
sold into European market.
Innovation means to challenge the past, reshape what’s outdated, redefine the limits of quality.....
rebuild the future!

Display - Counter stand ISOPIPE
The distribution of our new display counter stand has begun. The
display contains samples of the famous ISOPIPE insulation, enabling
all professionals and customers to take a look closely on the quality
in our products’ characteristics and the variety of options based
on their need.It also represents an exceptional selling tool since
it enhances the professionals’ ability to present each product and
its properties. The displays contains samples from ISOPIPE TC,
ISOPIPE HT, ISOTUBE, ISOSOUND, types of cover protection UV,
UV PLUS, HEAVY DUTY and the innovative product Slit & Seal, ideal
for existing installations.
For more information, please contact our Marketing department at +30
210 28 28 603 int.106
Marketing Director: Yiannis Zampelis
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